Class Name: Mariner’s Compass Foundation Piecing
Instructor: Joyce Cambron
Supplies Needed: purchase pattern: Mariner’s Compass Pattern
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS: Refer to illustration on back of Pattern
Background: 1 7/8 yards purchase extra if using directional prints
Dark, Star Points, Center Star, Flying Geese, Border: 1 yard
Medium #1, Star Points, Flying Geese, Border: ¾ yard
If you are unsure exactly where you’re going to put which fabric, please buy ¼ or ½ yard of the
pieces you might want to use, and I will assist you with placement in class.
SUPPLIES:
I will provide some foundations already printed on freezer paper for use in class.
Freezer paper from 18” roll
Freezer paper in 8 ½” x 11” sheets to print foundations on home INK JET printer
Fine-tip Sharpie marker in Black
Scissors, both for fabric and paper
Rotary cutter and ruler
Add-a-Quarter ruler, 6” or 12” long
Roxanne’s basting glue
Glue Stick
Sewing machine and all basic sewing supplies

Optional but helpful supplies:
While irons and boards are supplied in the classroom, it can be helpful to bring your
own tabletop models.
We appreciate it when you buy your class supplies from us - these purchases enable us to
offer a robust class schedule and keep your dollars local
Cancellation Policy: We must commit to our teachers and to other students one week
before the class begins so we can’t give refunds or transfers after that time (unless we can
fill your spot from the waiting list). You are welcome to send someone in your place if you
are unable to come. If enrollment has not met the minimum required for the class, we will
cancel it one week before the first session. We love your kids but your fellow students left
theirs at home and hope you will too.
Dates:___________________________________ Times:________________________

